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About This Game

It has been years since brave Mina Lockheart defeated Lord Strix. But dark shadows are rising once again! Spirits are
restless! For he has awaken! Evil Lord Strix is breeding a new army to enslave all creatures from the Dragon Mountains!

It is once again up to Mina and her best friend spirit Malik to travel to distant parts of the world and find clues how to open the
passage to a hidden wasteland - Lord Strix's lair. Meet different characters along your journey, help them and have them help

you. Search and discover new places, but hurry! Lord Strix gets stronger by the minute!

Features:

Follow the clues and find the passage to Strix's lair

Explore many unique fantasy locations

Meet mythical creatures on your journey

Solve dozens of puzzling minigames

Bright and colorful fantasy atmosphere
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Now.... To say my piece on this game, Visual Novel, what have you.

This VN is my introduction to Yuzusoft (Hoping there are more Localisations of VNs from this Producer)
And from what i can see, they did a good job with this VN.

To make a comment for first timers to VNs, especially of this kind. Warning, there is quite a bit of Sexy times in this VN,
because... Eroge. What do you not expect? But if you're wanting to read a Good SoL Romance Supernatural VN, this is right up
your Alley

Much to my experience, this VN among many other VNs have a "Main" Route - A character line with the most story involved,
character development and so forth. With this VN, the main Character Route is Ayachi Nene Who has longest route of them,
splitting over two parts. And each of the other character routes have different Levels of Involvement. And if you want a Read
Order, From least Involved to Most Involved, you should read Inaba Meguru -> Shiiba Tsugumi -> Togakushi Touko -> Ayachi
Nene. And there is also a Hidden route which is Unlocked after you Complete one of the Heroine's routes.

My Thoughts:
This game has a great over all story, with sub-plots that Jump in and out of each route. Meaning One route mentions XXX thing,
while it's Expanded on through another route. Which that i Enjoy. For the music, This VN has a fairly small soundtrack with
Some tracks having different Mixes. But nonetheless, is soundtrack, for me is pretty nice. I found myself on quite a few
occasions pausing the game just to listen to the tracks. The characters. Small amount, but they have diverse personalities which
make up for the small cast. Which in my opinion is better then a Large cast with Little to no deviation in character traits. And
this VN Jolts them down right from the beginning, solidifying who a character is, and what they do.

Please feel free to comment as well~ I'd love to chat with people who else have played this game, or wanting to play!. horrible
optimization (huge fps drops - from 144 to 8fps)
- horrible vehicle control (gamepad). Best ball game I've played on steam. It has 50+ levels and more to be released. Some levels
need tweaking but the majority of them are well done and fun to play. Devs are open to ideas and I'm looking forward to new
levels and current ones being changed around as well as the multiplayer to be released.

All around a lot of fun to play and grind leaderboard times can't wait for the full release :). It is crap, pathetic joke of a game.
Another year same rubbish. Wasted my money, really disapointed should have known better. 15 minutes in and I love this game
already. It's like the lovechild of Gauntlet and Golden Axe that I wish my Sega Saturn had. Also, and this is the first time that I
think I have ever been able to truly say this about a game, Carl Orff is rolling over in his grave......with giggles probably. Great
stuff.. I actually haven't played the game, but this review isn't about the game anyway. The devs are the most supportive devs
I've seen so far, and in return I would like to return their kindness with small favor by buying this DLC as the way of expressing
my gratitude. We might not get any new in-game content by buying this DLC, but it's at least a good way of giving appreciation
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for the effort that is put on this game by making the Artwork, OST, etc. valued with our money. Thanks for everything LGM
Games and Iceberg Interactive you guys are the best. Keep being awesome!
. Well, after some time has passed since my two or three playthroughs and 100% completion of the game, here's a review for
Valkyria Chronicles.

In fact, there's not gonna be a review. Actually, why are you even reading reviews? This game could run on a potato lamp, it will
give you more than 40 hours of memorable characters, an interesting plot and game mechanics that are a breath of fresh air in
the turn-based strategy genre.

Now, you might see this, perhaps having already finished it, or maybe you noticed there's Valkyria Chronicles and Valkyria
Chronicles, but as you had a chance to go to school, you know there are a few missing numbers in between. The best way to play
Valkyria Chronicles 3 is finding an iso with the english translation, since it was never released in anywhere else than Japan, and
using an emulator like PPSSPP, which you can get for Windows, Android, or your fedora operative system. For that matter, the
best way to play Valkyria Chronicles 2 is to not play it.. AWFUL. I bought it and now i cant find it. A complete waste. Video of
gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/oqmvzWVWY8g

This game is a great concept for VR. You are legless, sitting on the ground from your waist up. You can climb, crawl, & fling
yourself anywhere you want on the map, even up trees! There are powerup cards that rest on your forearm and you throw them
to use them. This ranges from magic wirdwinds to rocket launchers on your shoulders. You have a regular laser gun at your hip
to use as well. Hopefully more people pick up this game because I could only find one lobby with one person in it. I think bots is
a must for this game, otherwise there won't be a big enough players right now.

Pros: Awesome concept
Movement is smooth and managable
Lots of powerup types

Cons: Everything is blurry\/grainy at distance. Anything more than 4 feet in front of you.
This is multiplayer only, no bots. Without a playerbase this game will not last.
. If you like Breakout with RPG/Adventure-like twist to it, I would recommend it 100%. I got it during a sale.
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It's hard to review a game like this...
The product's quality is astonishing.
Perfect game, perfect graphics, perfect online, perfect editor.
The only issue is that, this package, is mostly similar to the "Trackmania Nations Forever" one, which is free, or to the
"Stadium" mode of "Trackmania United Forever".
So if you're a new fan of the trackmania universe buy this game right away, but if you already play on the Stadium (standard) or
Nations packages, you might avoid buying this one (Though i still recommend getting it, if you have the money).
I hafve to say that this package adds some brand new cool blocks to the editor and Nadeo's tracks are something amazing!
For the first time playing the single player really is an enjoable experience aswell.
I recommend the game.. great game but needs a higher Net cap and more parts But besides that its very addictive even when u
figure out the way to get to the 6 grand cap def 10/10 :D. Well, take a look at what happened, seriously, 482,118 pounds in the
first month and I'm simply blown away.. The game is cliche and is generic, very primitive. but what makes this game so fun is
how badly created it is. this game is amazing for speedrunning because of the amount of glitches. i found a glitch to get the first
weapon early and even on to skip the only and final boss fight of the entire game xD. Dont buy this expecting a well put together
game, buy it to explore in depth how screwed and how glitchy a game can get, and then have fun with the hilarious glitches.. I
really should have researched this game more than I did. If you want a casual tappy tappy screen time game... then this is for
you, bur for those of us that enjoy a nice long strategy game with multiple ways to build and create, not so much.

Graphics are ok, for a tablet or something, but only allows for a fullscreen resolution... I have a widescreen.

Gameplay is very linear. Tappy screen, and watch for blinky flashy thingy.

TLDR; casual game, not strategy game.. controlls are bad (easy to give a movement order if you misclick)
- UI has still bugs (overlapping items)
- every char has the same 'skill' tree ?
- ... it's a nice game. If you seen my other review about RS\/HOS then this is just the same game, maybe its not the best of
quality like the main games are, but if you have a stronger PC it should be no trouble. Though even if you have a PC that could
run the main game decently well or a lower budget PC you should still be able to play it pretty well. The main point is to bring
new content to the game, you can play maps along the western front such as D-Day, Carentan, and many more famous war zones
from the second world war. Theres some new dialogue, all weapon upgrades are unlocked from the start, new vehicles, weapons,
and classes. New nations and armies I.E - British commonwealth army, British airborne, US airborne, US 29th Rangers Infantry
division, and many more. Point is that this is perfect for those who were hoping for a RO2 game that didnt take place in the
Pacific or the Eastern from. Give this a try if you have one of the two main games. Its free so what have you got to lose?. I'd
rather cut my willy off than continue playing this game.. It's a good game, but definitely more focused on multi-player coop,
versus single player. While there's some single player activities, the game is limited in this respect. If you're looking for a solid
Single Player experience, this might not be able to provide you what you're looking for. If it's Coop you seek, then look here to
find a diamond in the rough.

Sign ups for BETA 2.0 are live!:
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Sign up to BETA 2.0 here!

https://www.greenmangaming.com/shockrods-beta-signup

And add ShockRods to your wishlist!. BETA 2.0 Patch notes are here!:

UI & Audio. ShockRods is coming to Early Access May 30th! [Updated]:
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Ready the rail gun and prime the grenade launcher! ShockRods is coming to Early Access on May 30th!

We know many of you were able to play the betas and really loved it! soon it will be time to take to the arena again and put
everything you learnt to good use, remember the 5 D's: Dodge, frag, frag, frag and frag!

For everyone else, add ShockRods to your wishlist and be ready to take to the arena for the first time on May 30th!

Update can be found here:

https://steamcommunity.com/games/647640/announcements/detail/1598127930592520964

. The ShockRods BETA 2.0 is upon us!:

If you want to sign up and take part in BETA 2.0 please follow the link below:
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https://www.greenmangaming.com/shockrods-beta-signup

Take to the arena and frag like it's 1996!. Frost Deatherem OrbusVR: Reborn The Unholy Society Mean Routine King Rabbit
Truberbrook / Trüberbrook Metro Sim Hustle If My Heart Had Wings ShockRods Keep Calm & Keep your Powder Dry!:

Earlier this month we opened up pre-orders for ShockRods around our live beta testing. Now the beta testing is done and the
findings are being acted upon, it’s a good time for us to update you on what’s been happening since.

Firstly, we’d just like to say a big THANK YOU to everyone who not only took part in the test weekends but also dropped by to
check out the game at EGX Rezzed in April. We loved chatting to you all and hearing all the great things you had to say about
ShockRods.

We had an amazing response from players during the beta, and the hugely helpful feedback and suggestions have continued to
come in since – mainly through our dedicated Discord channel. This input has been invaluable to us, allowing us to tune and
tweak the gameplay. As part of this process, we’ve made the decision to move the release of ShockRods to late summer 2019.
This will allow us to incorporate all the relevant intel that’s been gathered, and address everything that came from the betas and
subsequent discussions.

The extra time will ensure that we deliver the very best version of ShockRods possible – which has always been and remains our
number one goal.

Once again, thank you everyone for the incredible support! And we look forward to seeing you soon in the ShockRods battle
arenas!

Stainless Games
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